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VISION AND MISSION OF
The WAHID Institute
The Wahid Institute is a nonprofit institution that was established to realize the ideas and aspirations of KH
Abdurrahman Wahid (Gus Dur) who strived to facilitate the development of Indonesia’s multi-cultural society,
to improve grassroot welfare, to build democracy and social justice, as well as to disseminate peace and a world
without violence. Founded on September 7, 2004, The WAHID Institute facilitates interfaith and intercultural
dialogues including dialogues between religious and political leaders in the Islamic world and the West.

VISION
The realization of Gus Dur’s intellectual ideals to build the
life of Indonesian nation as a prosperous nation and the people
with social justice by uphodling pluralism, multiculturalism,
democracy, and human rights inspired by Islamic values. The
WAHID Institute strives for creating the world full of peace and
justice by developing moderate and tolerant Islamic values for
the welfare of mankind.

MISSION
• Develop, foster, and disseminate peaceful and tolerant
Islamic values.
• Develop dialogues among local and international
communities to expand Islamic harmony with other cultures
and religions.
• Support various initiatives to strengthen civil society and
public governance in Indonesia for a better democracy.
• Promote active participation of various religious and ethnic
groups in creating cultural and peace building dialogues.
• Develop initiatives to improve social welfare and justice.
4
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THREE PRINCIPAL APPROACHES

The WAHID Institute
2020 STRATEGIC PLAN
GOALS
1. Develop peaceful and tolerant Islamic values.
2. There is an increase in interfaith cooperation and dialogue
and decrease in the number of interfaith community conflicts
in Indonesia by 2020.
3. Establish an inclusive government and fostered capable
citizens.
4. By 2020, citizens’ demand for quality public service has
increased and citizen satisfaction with public service
increases as indicated by the public service satisfaction
index at local and national levels.

OBJECTIVES
1. Islamic boarding schools and assisted communities become
local centers of enlightenment.
2. The number of Islamic boarding schools and assisted
communities as agents of change grows annually in 2020.
3. Strengthened partner network at local and international
levels.
4. Cooperation and partnerships with organizations, academic
communities, and leaders are established more frequently
at local, national, regional and international levels by 2020.
5. Form inter-elite agreement.
6. The WAHID Institute participates and present at international
forums including: Chatham House and other International
Affairs Think Tanks, TED Talk, and coupled international
conferences.
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OUTPUT
1. Effective Data based Advocacy System.
2. Research and documentation will produce tested advocacy
strategies and they become prerequisites and main targets
of the institute’s advocacy system by 2020.
3. Effective and Efficient Community Assistance.
4. By 2020, groups with sustainable economic assistance
continue to grow along with the development of cooperation
forums and citizen forums. Correspondingly, mentoring
strategy document (positions, needs, inputs) and civic
education are integrated and tested as well as the existence
of the development cards (city cards) that are accessible
periodically for public become other targets of the institute.
5. Support from all sectors and various media for The WAHID
Institute’s.
6. The amount, type and level engagement with national and
international partners will increase by 2020. By expanding
our network and cooperating with syndicated media,
the work of The Wahid Institute will be communicated in
a national and international audience by 2020.
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7. Establishment of Gus Dur Study Center (Gus Dur School for
Peace).
8. The Gus Dur Study Center will be completed by 2020.
In order to achieve this, the synergy among all types of
capacity building implemented by The Wahid Institute, an
adaptation of peace education model in Indonesia and in
the world, as well as the formulation of institutionalization
strategies become the essential prerequisites that must be
accomplished by the institute.
9. The number of civic innovators in Indonesia increases.
10. In 2020, the number of civic innovators increases. Therefore,
the document of sustainable civic innovator development
strategy and the realization of appropriate training and
mentoring are targets to be met by the institute.
11. Effective and Efficient Organizational Management.
12. By 2020, the organizational management of The WAHID
Institute will be effective and efficient. Key improvement will
be made in terms of accountability, effectiveness, and the
quality of the institute’s work, staff will also have increased
capacity and there will be a detailed income strategy to
ensure the sustainability of the organization.

FOREWORD BY THE DIRECTOR OF
The WAHID Institute
Democracy is not only not haram (forbidden) in Islam but is a compulsory
element of Islam. Upholding democracy is one of the principals of Islam,
which is syuro (assembly).
K.H. Abdurrahman Wahid/Gus Dur, 1940-2009

T

his year The WAHID Institute celebrated its tenth year and
can now look back on a decade of building democracy
and multiculturalism. Established on September 7 2004,
to realize the intellectual vision of K.H. Abdurrahman Wahid, for
a just world built on liberal and democratic ideals, The WAHID
Institute has endured great challenges putting these ideas into
action.
According to our ijtihad, The WAHID Institute’s early years
concentrated more on the dissemination of moderate Islamic
thoughts in Indonesia and the world. Those efforts were spread
through research and publications on moderate Islam and
through interfaith dialogues. The strategy emergence from
the socio-political context of that time characterized by ethnoreligious conflicts in a number of regions in Indonesia and the
increasing mistrust that the West held against Islam as a result of
terrorist activities carried out in the name of Islam.

Indonesia’s democracy is still full of challenges. Although
great strides have been made to resolve large-scale ethnic and
religious conflicts, there are a number of issues that require
serious attention. Intolerance and discrimination against
minorities continues to hold back Indonesia’s liberal democratic
transition. Intolerance is increasingly becoming a serious threat
to us in living as a nation: when “the majority’s logic and claim
of truth” become the focal directions of our lives and it seems to
have a privilege to suppress and eliminate the minorities. It is a
sad truth that many Indonesian people, famous for their ability
to live in harmony, stay silent on such issues even in the face of
targeted discrimination and violence against those minorities.
In September 2004, The WAHID Institute drafted a 2020
strategic plan. In response to changes in the socio-political
context we now seek to adapt our approach and renew the
institute’s strategic plan.
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We are also making organizational changes to improve
management and ensure our programs align with the 2020
strategic plan. The WAHID Institute has two objectives to be
achieved: Firstly, to promote peaceful and tolerant Islam as an
alternative way of life; and secondly, to encourage inclusive
government and to empowered capable citizens. To achieve
these objectives we will synergize our program strategies and
improve the management and governance of The WAHID
Institute. This will increase our effectiveness, efficiency and lead
to sustainability and independence.
In the end, we believed that 2014 is an important year for us to
reflect on our performance over the past decade and to realign
our focus on the fundamentals and performance improvement in
terms of adaptation to the endless social and political challenges
that Indonesia will face in the coming years. In our quest to create
a more peaceful and inclusive Indonesia, we have had support

8
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from a number of partners who have provided valuable resources
and facilitated our learning and improvement. Therefore, we
would like to express our sincere gratitude to all those parties
who continue to provide support and join together to realize the
vision of Gus Dur.

Sincerely,
Jakarta, February 25, 2015

YENNY ZANNUBA WAHID
Director of The WAHID Institute

THE JOURNEY OF
The WAHID Institute 2014
DECEMBER
• Annual Meeting of Peace Loving Cooperative
• the 5th Anniversary of Gus Dur’s Passing Launch of 2014
Annual Report of KBB
NOVEMBER
• Set up Community Business Laundry Koperasi Cinta Damai (KCD WI)
• 2014 Tolerance Day Celebration
OCTOBER
Bhinneka Tunggal Ika Campaign via Board Game “Negeri Kompak”
SEPTEMBER
• Institutional Strategic Planning for 2020
• The10th Anniversary of The WAHID Institute and International Day of Peace 2014
AUGUST
Expert Meeting on Community Economic Development Program
Entrepreneurship Training with Ciputra
JULY
Setting up Koperasi Cinta Damai/KCD (Peace Loving Cooperative) for Religious and Ethnic
Harmony in Religious and Ethnic Conflict Affected Area in Depok, West Java
MAY
Training on Peace Journalism
APRIL
Fundamental Rights in the European Union:
Lesson Learned for Indonesia: European Network Against Racism
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THE WAHID INSTITUTE’S
PROGRAM AREAS

West Java, Banten, Tanggerang, Depok, Jakarta, Central Java, Yogyakarta, East Java, West Nusa Tenggara, Makassar, Aceh, Sangihe
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INSTITUTE’S
ACHIEVEMENT REPORT

Y

ear 2014 was an important year in the life journey of The
WAHID Institute especially since the institute celebrated
its tenth anniversary in September. The institute drafted a
strategic plan to review past achievements and to determine the
institute’s direction looking towards 2020. In the first quarter of
2014 The WAHID Institute has been developing and reinforcing
good governance in our management systems as mandated in
the institute’s 2020 strategic plan.
We are focusing on four main organizational areas to achieve
effective, efficient and sustainable governance: management,
programs, and financial strategy.

MANAGEMENT AND STRUCTURE
The WAHID Institute 2020 strategic plan is an essential
guideline in formulating the directions of our institutional
management. In 2014 the institute reviewed and revised its
standard operation procedures and reformed its organizational
structure (Please see Appendix 1 for the reformed organizational
structure).
Our human resource development division has conducted
regular staff assessments to ensure work quality, effectiveness
and professionalism. The staff assessment has become an
integral part of the institute’s monitoring and evaluation system.
In cooperation with Australian Volunteers International (AVI),
The WAHID Institute has also built an integrated knowledge
management system and monitoring–evaluation system.

In the context of human resource development, The WAHID
Institute has carried out a staff capacity building through trainings
and short courses at several organizations such as Ciputra
Entrepreneurship Center, The British Council, The Asian Justice
and Rights, and other nongovernmental organizations. Staffs
have also attended formal education at Universitas Indonesia and
Universitas Islam Nasional Syarif Hidayatullah.
Other significant strategic change in 2014 was our effort
to focus on the local community as main actors in one of the
institute’s programs. This approach has been done in the program
of community’s economic empowerment in Bogor, Depok,
Bandung, Tasikmalaya, Garut and Sukabumi.
This approach is in line with our strategic goal to broaden
our target areas and increase the number of civic innovator.
To accomplish these goals, the institute has provided capacity
building and assistance improvement for the targeted citizens
in order to develop innovative movement in the community.
Reforms aimed at making management more adaptive to take
initiatives will be a major challenge in the future. The management
reform in the institutional level to be more adaptive towards the
emergence of citizen innovators in the community will be a major
challenge for the institute internally in the future.
To achieve the change targets at the community level and
government level as stipulated in the institute 2020 strategic
plan, approach and program innovation strengthening and
the cooperation partner expansion are issues that cannot be
overlooked by The WAHID Institute.
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Significant program developments during 2014 can be
outlined in three categories: integration and program issues;
the use of media technologies; expansion of target groups and
partner agencies.
The WAHID Institute has integrated its program approach by
reinforcing development approach in order to complement the
approach of Peace and Human Rights who have existed. At the
same time, the use of media technologies such as mobile phones
and video graphics, and the use of creative media such as videos
and board games of Bhinneka Tunggal Ika (Unity in Diversity)
become significant achievements of the institute. Accordingly, the
target groups of the program and cooperation with government
agencies, with a number of NGOs, educational institutions and
private parties are increasingly varied.
Our focus on integration means we have leveraged
opportunities for The WAHID Institute’s approach to integration
can be seen across our three program pillars. The Campaign and
Advocacy program, for example, has integrated human rights and
access to public services with monitoring and advocacy on issues
of religious freedom. In the Community Economic Development
program, it has integrated approach to economic development
and peace building in areas prone to religious conflicts. Our target
areas include Depok, Bogor, Tasikmalaya, Bandung, Sukabumi,
and Garut with a total of 2,800 active beneficiaries.
In addition, The WAHID Institute has been using information
technology and innovative media to strengthen our programs. For
example, we have developed a mobile phone-based reporting system
(M-Track) to collect data for our Monitoring Religious Freedom project.
We also introduced a new approach to promoting tolerance and
peace, with our board game “Negeri Kompak”. To facilitate learning
about peace and tolerance we have developed and showcased videos
in communities. These developments communicate our message to
broad audiences and complement our other media tools including
books, newsletters, and online tools such as websites and social media.

12
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Cooperation and partnerships have increased during 2014
and continue to strengthen our program. In 2014 The WAHID
Institute has partnered with a number of institutions such as the
European Network Against Racism (ENAR), Christian Solidarity
Worldwide (CSW), the International Labor Organization (ILO),
the Human Rights Working Group (HRWG), Partnership for
Governance Reform (Kemitraan), Ciputra Entrepreneurship
University and International Forum on Indonesian Development
(INFID). Strategic partnerships with government institutions such
as the Ministry of Religious Affairs, Human Rights Commission
and the Ombudsman have also strengthened our programs.
Furthermore, we also cooperate with a number of Civil Society
Organizations (CSOs) who are part of our advocacy network at
the local and national level in Indonesia.
The role of The WAHID Institute in implementing the work at
the grassroots level by aligning with government policies and
establishing a strategic partnership mechanism with various
institutions will be a challenging task in the future.

FINANCIAL INCOME AND STRATEGY
The 2020 strategic plan achievement, the institute requires a
sufficient resource support for the program sustainability and the
organization as a program driver.

10%

15%

Organizational
Support

Gus Dur
School of Peace

The WAHID Institutes primary focus in terms of our financial
and income strategy in 2014 was to become a financially
independent institution not reliant on financial support from the
Gus Dur family. Therefore, a number of activities have been carried
out to achieve this including public fundraising, cooperating
and developing partnerships with donors, and developing an
investment strategy.
In 2014, incoming funds to support our entire program
reached Rp 3.258.176.261,-. The funding came from various
sources: individual donations, book sales, donor funding
and corporate funding. Some of the major institutions that
supported our program in 2014 were: the Ford Foundation,
ICCO-Cooperation, Tifa, The Body Shop Indonesia, Kemitraan,
The Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) and the
Australian Embassy of Indonesia.
In 2014, program expenses reached Rp 1.318.126.638,-. The
percentage breakdown of that spending is as follows: Community
Economic Empowerment 40%, Campaign and Advocacy 35%,
Gus Dur School of Peace 15%, Organizational Support (10%).
The WAHID institute also focused on reviving its business
unit to support our strategic financial goals. Previous business
operations had not been managed well and our current focus
is a more serious attempt to establish profits. The strategy
integrates business opportunities with our programs and it will
be a major challenge and opportunity in the coming years. The
said revitalization was an attempt made by The WAHID Institute
to revive the business units that had existed before, but they had
been less well-managed such as an Employee Cooperative, book

35%

40%

Campaign
and Advocacy

Community
Economic
Development

publishing, and a bookstore. While the said stabilization is a more
serious attempt to make microfinance program and a community
business as a more profitable joint venture. In this context, The
WAHID Institute combines a business strategy that is integrated
with the programs and developed them as business units that are
managed separately. This business strategy integration will be a
major work challenge of The Wahid Institute as part of its financial
mechanism.
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PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT OF
The WAHID Institute In 2014

T

his year, The WAHID Institute has entered the age of 10.
The initial idea for the institute on 7 September 2004
was to establish the principles and intellectual ideals
of KH Abdurrahman Wahid in building a moderate Islamic
thinking in order to encourage the creation of democracy and
multiculturalism. The basic idea is rather simple, but certainly not
an easy thing to embody in the action stage.
Based on our review, at the beginning of The WAHID Institute
was concentrating its efforts on the dissemination of moderate
Islamic ideas and thinking. Such efforts were done through
research, publications, events held in the progressive Muslim
activist environment, and dialogues between religious leaders
and political figures in the Islamic world and the West. The
emergence of this idea cannot be separated from the sociopolitical situation characterized by ethnic-religious conflicts in
Indonesia at that time, coupled with the intensified suspicion of
the West towards Muslims due to rampant terrorism in the name
of Islam.
The challenge today is to develop initiatives and to strengthen
peaceful Islamic values through active participation of diverse
groups in order to achieve a just democratic order. Large-scale
ethnic-religious conflicts with specific locus areas have been
turned into small-scale religious conflicts yet nuanced and spread
evenly in most parts of Indonesia. Symptoms of intolerance and
violence have become a serious problem of all religious groups
and tend to be local. Along with this religious social condition
change, we seek to renew the institutional strategic approach.

14
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In 2014, The Wahid Institute adhered to the three main pillars
of the program: First, Campaign and Advocacy. This program was
born as a form of consent of The WAHID Institute in encouraging
settlement of actual cases related to civil liberties and religious
freedom and the establishment of more equitable policies.
Secondly, Gus Dur School of Peace. The purpose of this program
was to disseminate the idea of democracy and tolerance in
the social life of the community by strengthening public and
government capacities. Our third pillar, Community Economic
Development seeks to strengthen community-based economic
development in conflict areas in order to promote peace at the
community level.

CAMPAIGN AND ADVOCACY
Various violations against religious freedom and civil liberties
cannot be separated from the role of the state that continues
to produce regulations and policies that discriminate against
citizens who embrace religions and beliefs that are considered
deviant. Our campaign and advocacy work aims to improve the
bargaining position of minorities so they can protect their rights
and gain access to justice. Our advocacy is mainly directed to
drive policy changes in accordance with the principle of freedom
of religion/belief. The program has also focused on building civil
society and strengthening the community’s ability to advocate
their-own opinions to influence public policy.
In that context, The WAHID Institute regularly publishes
our monitoring of religious freedom situations in Indonesia
annually: Report on Freedom of Religion/Faith (LKBB - Laporan

Kebebasan Beragama/Berkeyakinan). This report measures the
level of religious freedom index in Indonesia and has become
one of the important barometers. In addition, it is intended as
a key document for campaigners and policy makers because it
provides them with empirical evidence to present to the public
and government when advocating for reform.

This information was used to improve the quality of bureaucratic
services of local government in Kuningan, Bekasi and Blora
towards religious and ethnic minorities.

One important achievement in 2014 was to integrate the
use of a mobile phone technology in monitoring cases of
freedom of religion and belief (KBB - Kebebasan Beragama dan
Berkeyakinan) in Indonesia. Technology integration through
M-Pantau KBB which was supported by Cipta Media Mobile—The
Ford Foundation and conducted in 13 provinces. By giving private
citizens the opportunity to report violations against religious/
belief freedom with their mobile phones, the program has
empowered individuals and allowed for the real-time collection
of data.

The WAHID Institute has been fully engaged / particularly
on religious issues in preparing the Department of Human and
Cultural Development’s National Medium Term Development
Plan 2015-2019. Furthermore, to maximize our advocacy efforts
of freedom of religion/belief through monitoring mechanisms
of National Human Rights Institutions, The WAHID Institute was
also involved in the formation and has been given the role to
serve on the Freedom of Religion / Believe Desk at The National
Commission of Human Rights. The KBB desk has a mandate to
assist and strengthen the role of the Special Rapportoar KBB - the
Commission in developing conducive environment, improving
the protection, and enforcing the rights of religious freedom in
Indonesia.

This year we also introduced a new component to our religious
freedom advocacy work. Our research showed that the religious
discrimination has an impact on minorities’ access to public
services and it is especially difficult for those minorities to apply for
legal documents in Indonesia’s population administration system.
With the support of the TIFA Foundation and in cooperation with
Kemitraan, we documented best practice in non-discriminatory
public services delivery in Solo and Wonosobo, Central Java.

To strengthen civil society networks and to broaden the
constituency in promoting the realization of freedom of religion/
belief, The WAHID Institute organized an event to celebrate the
World Day of Peace on September 21, 2014. With the theme
“The Right of Peoples to Peace,” this celebration reaffirmed civil
society’s commitment to peace and we advocated for peoples
right to live in peace. The event focused on communicating
peace as a right that everyone needs to support whether they
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are part of a conflict or not. The event attracted more than 1,000
participants and was supported by the Djarum Foundation, Aqua,
SCTV, Indosiar, YCAB and 144 civil society groups. The event was
awarded the MURI’s world record and recognized as the world’s
largest community event. Another important achievement was
that this event would inspire everyone that peace is not only
belong to religious groups, NGOs or communities that are in
conflicts, but it is the right of every person and every community
and all should be involved in building them.
The lack of public knowledge about civil liberties can trigger
intolerance and discriminatory practice against other citizens. This
issue compounds the challenge of guaranteeing civil liberties,
specifically freedom of religion/belief in Indonesia. The Gus Dur
School of Peace aims to increase community capacity by raising
critical about peace and civil liberties.
In the previous years, The WAHID Institute focused on
increasing the capacity of government and civil society activists.
In contrary, it more focused on youth as the primary target in
2014. This initiative arose from the radical ideology that had
been targeting young groups and spread through institutions
and boarding schools.
A major component of the program has been developing
and using our board game “Negeri Kompak”. The game has

16
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been used to seed values of tolerance and pluralism in the
school environment. With support from the Australian Embassy
in Jakarta, “Negeri Kompak” has been played by more than 600
students and teachers in five schools in Jakarta, Bogor, Depok
and Tangerang. Through collaboration mechanism, partners and
network The WAHID Institute in Indonesia also has committed
to do similar activities in their respective areas to raise those
awareness.
The Wahid Institute provided media training to enhance
students’ ability to spread peaceful Islam to the public. With
support from Canada International Development Agency,
students from eleven schools in the Greater Jakarta area who
graduated from the training have now become permanent
contributors in The WAHID Institute’s publications. Together with
the international NGO HIVOS and other civil society organizations,
we provided advocacy skills and training to 600 youth from
various religious backgrounds in 10 communities. This project
targeted project areas known for high levels of radicalism and
intolerance including Cirebon, Sukabumi, Tasikmalaya, and the
West Java Province.

COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Conflict and religious violence does not appear by itself. The
gap of economic, educational and information gaps are often the
roots of the violence. To break the chain of ethnic and religious
violence, a different approach is needed. Through the integration
of economic empowerment and peace as an approach in the
area of religious conflicts, by cooperating with the International
Labour Organization (ILO), Bina Mitra Usaha (BMU) Nusantara,
and Ciputra Entrepreneurship University, The WAHID Institute
has sought to strengthen communities’ economy so that it can
be a driving force for empowerment and peace building in a
grassroots level.
In Sukabumi, Garut, Tasikmalaya and Bandung, The WAHID
Institute cooperated with Majelis Taklim woman members at the
local level to implement the program of economic empowerment
for peace. The program which has been supported by the SAPAThe Ford Foundation has targeted eight Majlis Taklims with 479
members in 2014. By doing group businesses such as savings
and loans, provision of basic food and household industries,
the asset of Peace Loving Cooperative Group (KOCIDA) of The
WAHID Institute has reached Rp148.932.000.

In contrast to the four areas above, the community economic
empowerment program Peace Loving Cooperative Group
(KOCIDA) of The WAHID Institute in Depok and Bogor focused
more on target groups with different socio-religious backgrounds.
As of the end of 2014, the economic empowerment program for
peace in Depok supported by The Body Shop and the Finland
Embassy has targeted 22 groups with 392 members spread
across five villages. With the support of ICCO Cooperation, the
program has targeted six groups with 121 members spread
across six villages. The total assets, both rotating in the savings
and loans as well as joint venture of the two regions, reached Rp.
1,205,698,250.
The Community Economic Empowerment program has
become a medium for women’s economic empowerment
and a symbol of social inclusion. This social inclusion through
economic empowerment is not only for ethnic and religious
minorities, but also for female ex-jihadists and commercial sex
workers (CSWs) who struggle to return to their community. In
addition, this program has encouraged women’s participation in
policy making. Majelis Taklim’s representatives for example, has
involved in the development planning meeting (Musrenbang)
at the village level. Even in Tasikmalaya, Majelis Taklim Nurul
Hidayah in Kahuripan village has succeeded in realizing a propoor and gender responsive budget at the village level.
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FINANCIAL
STATEMENT
In general the financial statement of The WAHID Institute has already met the standards PSAK 45 (Pelaporan Keuangan untuk Organisasi Nirlaba
/ Financial Reporting for Nonprofit Organizations). All reporting is done accurately, accurate, and reliable. This is reflected in organization audit
report in 2014 that the institution expressed reasonable by an independent auditor.
THE WAHID INSTITUTE FOUNDATION STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
December 31, 2014 and 2013
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents

901.578.810

1.113.245.139

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Unrestricted fixed assets - net

-

-

TOTAL ASSETS

901.578.810

1.113.245.139

CURRENT LIABILITIES

-

-

NET ASSETS
Unrestricted net assets
Temporary restricted net assets
Permanent restricted net assets

901.578.810
-

1.113.245.139
-

Total Net Assets

901.578.810

1.113.245.139

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

901.578.810

1.113.245.139

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
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BISNIS UNIT
LAUNDRY
Fendi
Wibowo

SUPPORT US
You can support The WAHID Institute’s visions and programs through:

ACTIONS
• Inform us any faith, culture, race rlatied
violenece, intolerance, and discrimination
cases you have found or experienced.
• Help us disseminate peace and tolerance
messages to your closest circle.
• Help victims of violence, intolerance,
discrimination with social and moral supports.

WORK WITH US

DONATION
• You can donate to participate in:
• Riyanto Scholarship, to help us add one
or more scholarship Grassroot Economic
Development to create more strong and
prosperous communities.
• Other projects and programs.
Please transfer your donation to:
Yayasan Lembaga Abdurrahman Wahid
Bank Mandiri Cabang Bidakara
Account Number : 070.00.0468962.1

• Active Participation in activities and projects of
The WAHID Institute.
• Discuss your ideas on how to disseminate
peae and tolerance.
• Program Cooperation with your organization,
community, corporate, or to establish a
program together.
The WAHID Institute expresses gratitude for all donors and all parties who have supported our work and participated in realizing the common
vision of peace and justice for the mankind. The WAHID Institute’s key donors in 2014 are:
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Jl. Taman Amir Hamzah No. 8
Pegangsaan Jakarta Pusat 10320
Telp. +62 21-3928233 - 3145671
Fax. +62 21 - 3928250
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